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Presentation Design
Slide like a pro
PRESENTATION DESIGN
-  D E S I G N I N G  S L I D E S  I T ’ S  N O T  A  H O B B Y  -
1st RULE
You do not talk about Fight Club
You do not say I’m not able to do a cool presentation
2nd RULE
You do not talk about Fight Club

















DOCUMENTDesigned to be delivered
3rd RULE
If someone says “stop” or goes limp, taps out the 
fight is over.






























Do you understand that LESS IS MORE
isn’t only a simple concept, but it could
be a very strong path for the planning
and realization of your slides?
Talk about your ideas but show them 
on a visual simplicity. In a couple of 
seconds you will see the difference 
between this…and this.
YOU HAVE LOST 
YOUR AUDIENCE
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and realization of your slides?
Talk about your ideas but show them 
on a visual simplicity. In a couple of 
seconds you will see the difference 
between this…and this.
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Garr Reynolds - Presentation 
Zen
3. TECHNIQUES






















Make slides that reinforce 










What do you need for cook something?
Chef Ingredients Knowledge
DON’T USE MUCH ICONS!
It’s very funny to use them…
3.4 TECHNIQUES
TIPS

























Only two guys at a fight
Only two guys at a pitch: you and your audience
ENGAGE.
COMMUNICATION
We are… Have you ever think of…
Our product is… Imagine if you…
We need… We think to grow up…
THINK ABOUT THE LAST SLIDE
DON’T READ SLIDES
USE THE PRESENTATION 




HOW MANY PEOPLE DO YOU HAVE
IN FRONT OF YOU?
A FEW PEOPLE
TRY TO WATCH THEM 
AND READ THEIR INVOLVEMENT
A LOT OF PEOPLE
TRY TO WATCH ONLY THE FIRST
SEATS…NO PANIC!
DO YOU WANT TO DO A 
QUESTION TO THE 
AUDIENCE?




One fight at a time.
































#10 TEAM & STORYTELLING
PICTURES
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